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A FUTURE FOR COMMUNITY AGRICULTURE 

Conuniss ion guide lines following the consultations 
in connection with the Green Paper 

On 13 July 1985, the Conunission adopted a Communication (COM(85) 333 final) on 
the perspectives for the conunon agricultuq.il pol icy ("Green Paper") which was 
intended to serve as a basis for consultations with the Conununity institutions 
and other interested parties. Part I of the Green Paper is a descriptive 
section in which the Conunission discusses extensively the main features of 
European farming, its contribution to the econofuic and agricultural 
development of the member countries and the rote it has played in the 
integration process in the Conununity. The Conunission then considers the 
problems now arising in connection with the common agricultural policy and 
recalled the constraints which, in coming years, will have to be complied 
with, i.e. the genecal economic context, with Low growth cates, limited 
budgetary resources and a wocld market which is tending to grow nat:"rower <md 
on which competition is steadily gcowing. As for possible solutions, the 
Green Paper suggests subjects for study and a range of possible options. 

This docwnent contains tentative guidelines whi~h the Conu11ission has worked 
out on the basis of the opinions expressed in the course of the cons11Ltations 
and study of the matter ove t· the last few months. 

In some cases more analysis and study is required befot·e fot·mal proposals c<m 

be drawn up, while in others the situation caLLs for m·gent action. 
Therefore, in ordet:" to ensure that the various measures taken at diffecent 
times are consistent with one another and that those involved unrlerstand their 
interrelationship and significance, at this stage the overall framework m1d 
the objectives to be attained must be indicated clearly. 

Defining this overall framework was indeed one of the main reasons fot· the 
Green Paper and the ensuing consult;ttions. The Conmlission i.s aware that a 
realistic appraisal of the perspectives for the conunon agcicultural pol icy in 
the years ahead is a necessity for farmers who took up farming when the market 
situation was fundamentally different from what it is at present and who now 
have to make a great effort to adjust to the changed circwnstances. Such an 
appraisal is also vital for young people who are wondering about theit· future 
and the possibilities which agriculture still has to offer. 
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As regctrds certain par-ticularly important aspects, this Conm1unication is 
supplemented by the proposal tot· a Regulation fixing compensation for the 
definitive~ discontinuation of milk pnHiuction (r.OM(HS) 'lH3 final), the 
Memot·;_wdwn on the adjustment of tlte mat·ket organiz;ttion for· cer·eals 
(COM(K'i) 700 fin:d). The Conmtission is <tlso fin;dizing it memorandum on 
hL·ef /ve;d, illld it ltas put iu hand il deli! i 1 ed study on pol icy concer-ning food 
sttppl ies for devt~lnping countr·it~s. with ;t view lo propos;lls in the near future. 

As rcg;Jnls fon•str·y policy, Lhe Commission is pr·ep;Jring a consultative paper 
<lll <:crl,1itl qw.:sliutts n~l;tling lll ;tgriculltu·e ittHI forestr·y. It plans to 
<'LltHinct '' t:onsnllitl ion which will he iiS ,·ontprelt,~nsive as possible on the 
qttt~slit•ns rdised itt this dO<'Illllt'nt ;;nd '''' lhe ide:.ts put forwat·d. 

I. Tlte ct>ttsullitl ions 

Vt·t·y inlcnsivf' ,·on$.nlLttiPns h;tvc• been held in the Ltst ft~w months; they 
liitVc <'tlithled ltll~ Ctllnununil,Y's institutions and tlte otlH:r p;;r-ties involved to 
,_.:-;pn·ss Ll~t~ir· vi,~ws on Lite :ttl:tlysis of the ()!'Oblems ;tnd tlte variou::; options 
st.·l nttl in Lilt• t:n~en P:tpcr, to._expnc·ss desiderata ;tnci undt~t·L inc points of 
t'O!II'l' I'll. 

\~ltilv lltt: vtt~ws cxpresst~d somt~limes div<~r·ge, in p;11·ticular· on tiH~ practical 
.tSJ't't'LS of ;;cliun to lw Ltken, liH~Y do n~ve:1l ;~ broad consensus on certain 
lttnti;tlll<~nl.tl qllesliotts wlticlt ;tre pnlvittg <'rttcial fot· lltt·! defi.ttilion of the 
lllil iII I i IH~S ll f ;_Ill ()Vt' t•;tl I s t t';t tq;y. 

In lht· fir·st pl.-we, llt<~n~ is ver·y hrtliid ilgreemment with regard to the 
;ut:tlysis ol the situatinn. All the parties conccnwd agree in this 
<'OtlltC<'Liotl with the Commission; llwy are therefore ;tware of the 
scriOIISill~Ss of lhc probletus and of lhe ttr-gcnt need for· resolute, sustained 
<~ttd t:ff,~,·tivc :tt·Liott. Tlwir· rect~ptiveness tn;ty lhercfor·e be counted on for 
'"·Lilltl <lit Lh<!S<' I incs. 

~t.'<'lltlllly, ;~]I p:~r·ti,-.'s ;tgrt•cd lh;tt Ltnning in F.ttt·ope liitS il special 
,·h;tr:l<'l<~r, tlte h:t~y t,_·;tlttrtcs bc;ing Lite centr;d impnrtance of family far·ms 
:tnd lite Vc!t·y wid,• r·.tng<! o! structures and pnHiuction conditions. As the 
!:tltnlllission note<! in LlH~ Crcen l';tper, llw specii-ll n<.tture of European farming 
is stt<'lt lktl appn>;tcltt!s S<l<'h .ts those adopted in the United States of 

1\ttlt:r·i,·;t, wltt·r·c f:tt'ttts ill'l: vt·r·y 1;11-gt! ;;nd farmet·.s few in nwnber, is neither
l<:.tsii->1<: nor· tk:sir·;;l<l<.'. 
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Thirdly, there is a growing awareness nf the fact that agrit•ttllttre, beyond 
its economic function, also has an increasingly impot·tattl rllle in regional 
development, contributing to the mainteu;tnce of the so,·io-e•·ot\lllltic l<tbt·ic 
or to the safeguard of the environment and the countrys idt!. TIL<!Se 
services to society as a whole arc of key import<tnce in region.o.; wldcl1, 
because they are so far from urban centres <tnd bec<HtSe ol dit I i<·ult 
natural conditions, face the danger of progressive tles.~rt i r il";tl iu11 aud 
impoverishment in both economic and cultural terms. 

Lastly, the consultations have shown that both the farmers ;tnd tl1e otlwr 
parties involved reject any unduly static approach to fanning. F;tnnen; in 
particular are fearful of being forced out of the maiustre;un ot society, 
and they are anxious to take part in cut· rent developments in u,,. 
technical, economic and social fields; Liley are ready to mak•~ their· 
contributions -to thjs process, and, while entphasizing certai11 spt~t"it j,· 

<.tspects peculiar to farming, look forw;~nl to growing ittll'gt·;tliult inttl lhl: 
rest of the economy. 

Tile Couuuissi.on has examined carefully .tll Lite points of view tc:-;1"-essed 
during lhe consultations and has taken Litem into ;ll:cotml in i.Ls •>Wtl sludy 
work and when defining the gui•.lelines sel out in this ConumtlliC"i!Liun. ll 
h<.~s const<llltly borne in mind the three main principles lltHkr·lyillf.\ Llw 
co11unull agricultur<.~l policy: a siugle m;~rket t ittauci<~l sui itl"rity ·""I 
Co11unuu i ly preference. 

The imbalance between the supply o[ and the dent<ILtd for ··erl.titt 
agricultural products is the crucial problem now h;.~mpering Lltl! pn>per 
conduct of the conunon agricultural policy. 

In the Green Paper tlte Conuuission pointed out that cu,·rellt ln·lltls i11 llldllY 

sectot·s of agriculture are leading inevitably to a gn1wth ul :·wrpl11ses 
which <.~re becoming increasingly difficult and costly lo disposv ''' hotlt 
wi.thin tile Conununity <:~nd on Ute world market. This resul Ls i11 .t W<tsle ut 
resources wl1ich is difficult to justify, pat'ticularly itt Lin: pt·o·scttL 
economic situation and at a time when lhe Community should bt: 
concentrating its efforts on a stt'ategy for the future.· It illst> produces 
a climate of uncertainty inhibiting Couununity farmers in Lltcit· Wt>rk iltHI 
decisions. Lastly, it leads to growin" tension in our rel<tLilHts wiLit 
countries outside the Co;JUnunity. 

This situation arose rnainly as a result of the open-etltled g<tar·<Lnlt~t~s which 
have gr<.~dually isolated farmers from mit rket forc~s. [ t is <tl so Lit'-' n~sull 

of institutional prices being set at vet·y high levels to deal wi tit tlte 
income problems of structurally weak holdings. These holdings m.tk<! " very 
small contribution in terms of productio1~ but in term8 c'f ''"'llb<=rs '·'"·~Y 
predomilliltt! in the Conununity. The c.tus•·s of the problem h.tvc: ;,..,." kttt>Wil 
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for a long time: in 1968, in the first of a long series of memoranda 
dealing with the problems affecting Conuuunity agriculture, the Commission 
pointed to the dangers of a trend which was already discernible. The 
fact is that it is not easy to remedy the situation without at the same 
time creating income problems which are socially and therefore 
politically unacceptable for a very large nwnber of farmers who are 
marginal in terms of production but whose function, at least in certain 
cases, is essential for preserving the social balance, for land use 
planning and for the preservation of the environment. The task is made 
more difficult by the fact that enlargement from a Community of Ten to a 
Community of Twelve will have the effect of increasing the structural 
diversity of Community agriculture. 

III. Objectives to be attained 

The production processes in agriculture are linked to biological cycles 
which in most cases extend over one or more years and in the case of 
"permanent" crops (vines, olives, fruit trees, etc.) may even cover 
several decades. In addition, in agriculture we often have to deal with 
cyclical movements of the market and the unforeseeable and sometimes 
drastic consequences of climatic factors. It would therefore be illusory 
to seek. to give farmers a more responsible attitude to production and the 
market by means of radical or abrupt measures or to expect spectacular 
results immediately or in the very short term. 

Radical and abrupt measures would, moreover, be unfair. As the 
Commission has already pointed out in its memorandum on the adjustment of 
the market organization for cereals (COM(85) 70p final of 14 November 
1985), in choosing the solution to be adopted it must be borne in mind 
that the present situation on the agricultural markets, while it is 
partly the result of the free choices made by farmers in the running of 
their holdings, is also the result of the agricultural policy guidelines 
laid down by the Community institutions over more than 20 years of the 
CAP and the measures - some fully consistent with the CAP, some less so -
adopted under the national agricultural policies. This shared 
responsibility must be recognized and accepted by both sides. 

The Commission considers that in order to achieve the desired aim there 
is a need for measures extending over several years and that consistency 
and continuity are at least as important as the scale of the measures 
adopted in any given year. In order to avoid disappointment it is also 
necessary to be aware that results will only be achieved gradually. 
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It is therefore essential to state the objectives very clearly at the 
outset. There must be as broad a consensus as possible on these 
objectives. The means to achieve them can be adjusted along the way to 
the extent that they prove insufficiently effective. 

In the light of the analyses performed and the op1n1ons expressed by the 
various bodies in the course of the consultations, the Commission, in the 
framework of and with due regard for Article 39 of the Treaty of Rome, has 
identified the following priorities: 

gradually to reduce production in the sectors which are in surplus and 
to alleviate the resulting burden on the taxpayer; 

- to increase the diversity and improve the quality of production by 
reference to the internal and external markets and the desires of 
consumers; 

- to deal more effectively and systematically with the income problems of 
small family farms; 

- to support agriculture in areas where it is essential for land use 
planning, maintenance of the sociaL balance and protection of the 
environment and the landscape; 

- to make farmers more aware of environmental issues; 

- to contribute to the development in the Community of industries which 
process agricultural produce, and thus involve agriculture in the 
profound technological changes which are taking place. 

IV. Methods 

The seriousness of the problems calls for urgent and sustained action; the 
various instruments of the CAP must therefore be used to contribute to the 
search for solutions whereby the objectives can be achieved. 

The policy on prices and markets and the policy on structures constitute 
an inter-related whole having the same objectives, i.e. those of 
Article 39 of the Treaty; it is therefore important that they should act 
along co-ordinated and convergent lines. it would be abnormal that two 
instruments of a single policy should have the effect of offsetting each 
other. 
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This applies also in t·espect of action taken under agricultural policy 
schemes organized in the member countries themselves, which, especially 
for schemes relating to structures, account for the buLk of funds spent. 
The data mustered in a study published by the Conunission early in the year 
011 public expenditure on agt·iculture show that total national expenditure 
broadly matches total Conununity expenditure on guidance and market 
guarantee. 

Efforts made undet· the policy on prices to control the expansion of 
production and instil in farmers a greater awareness of the market should 
not be hampered by measures the direct or indirect effect of which is the 
opposite, e.g. on-farm investments that may lead to the expansion of 
production of products already in surplus by more intensive use of land. 

The Conunission will be particularly watchful with regard to this danger, 
especially in its approach to State aids. It takes the yiew that improved 
consistency in this field is indispensable, were it only to ensure that 
the rigour which is required and is being imposed at Conununity level is 
not allowed to become an excuse for increased flexibility in action taken 
at national level, and therefore the occasion for the beginning of a 
gradual process of "renationalization" of agricultural policy. 

The nature of the problems and especially their links with changes in 
fJI·oduct[on and in the markets also require increased flexibUity in the 
use of the various instruments made available under Conununity 
Regulations. It must be possible to wield these instnunents in harmony 
with current circUlllstances and in compliance with the role originally 
<lssigned to them, under the market organizations to which they relate. 
This objective, which is a matter of efficiency, can be achieved by 
further extension of the delegation of powers granted to the Conunission as 
the body responsible for management, in particular by a strengthening of 
its responsibility for all decisions relating to the disposal of products. 

A. Price and markets policy 

In the Green Paper the Conunission set out two extreme basic options for 
achieving a better balance between supply and demand: 

a rigorous prices policy accompanied where necessary by direct aids 
to overcome the income problems which such a policy could entail for 
the structurally weaker holdings; 

- the introduction of produttion quotas. 
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The first solution gives the farmer an entrepreneurial role; he is free 
to make his own choices but also more responsible as regards their 
consequences at market level. It is also designed to ensure that a 
clearer distinction is made between economic and social considerations 
when price decisions are taken in the framework of the CAP. 

The second solution foreshadows a trend towards an increasingly 
"managed" agriculture. 

In the course of the consultations, farmers declared their opposition 
to quotas and increased bureaucratic control of agriculture; they also 
expressed their distrust of a generalized system of direct aids to 
incomes. They believe that in agriculture, as in all other sectors, it 
is the market, and therefore prices, which should provide the yardstick 
of the profitability of the farm, and they cannot accept an arrangement 
which would leave many of them "on welfare". Some Community farmers, 
however, were prepared to share financial responsibility for disposing 
of surpluses but on condition that the funds were used to develop new 
outlets and farmers were associated in managing them. 

The Conunission has taken note of these views. They deserve tlle 
greatest attention when it comes to defining a strategy which, in order 
to achieve its objectives, will require a whole-hearted commitment on 
the part of farmers, particularly those who have chosen to engage in 
farming in the full knowledge of what was involved, who intend to 
continue farming and for whom farming is the principal source of income. 

The Conunission, however, wishes to stress that it would be illogical to 
refuse the status of a welfare recipient and at the same time reject 
the idea of shared responsibility. Co-responsibility is a justified 
and fair solution in view of the increasing burden on the Community 
budget, and hence on the taxpayer, which results from disposing of 
product ion which has expanded and keeps expanding while shielded, at 
least in part, from the realities of the market-place and which, in 
addition, greatly exceeds the requirements of the internal market. 

1. Prices 

Price policy is the main instrument for guiding the development of 
agriculture in the medium and long term while taking account of 
demand within the Community and outlets on the world market. In the 
present market situation, and in view of the outlook for the next 
few years, the Commission takes the view that a restrictive price 
policy is necessary. It is aware, however, that this policy will 
have to work within certain limits. 
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Even a drastic reduction in institutional prices would affect the 
level of production only gradually and would probably have only 
limited effects on conswnption because of the relative inelasticity 
of demand for agricultural products. 

A rigorous policy, with across-the-board price cuts, would also have 
a very uneven impact on incomes, because farming structures vary so 
widely within the Community, a factor that will be further 
accentuated when Portugal and Spain join. The options listed in the 
Green Paper to overcome this disadvantage include direct aids, e.g. 
aids to supplement the incomes of farm households, or aids having a 
more structural character for farms which have a fair prospect of 
viability in the long term. But serious difficulties stand in the 
way of generalized deployment of aid schemes of this kind, given the 
very diversified economic and structural situations in the Community 
at the present time, for administrative and budgetary reasons; on 
the other hand, direct aids of a more specific character could well 
form a valuable adjunct to market management or could help to temper 
certain structural problems. 

Consequently, the Commission believes that the policy on prices must 
be supplemented by other machinery enhancing the effectiveness and 
sharpening the selectivity of the action taken. An important 
consideration is this connection is the need to allow more fully for 
the special income problem arising for small farms and, by this 
approach, also to allow for the problems of the regions in which 
there are heavy concentrations of farms handicapped by weak 
structures. 

2. Production quotas 

Provided they can be administered properly and effectively, 
production quotas have the obvious advantage of exerting a rapid and 
direct influence on the quantity produced. In the Green Paper, the 
Commission has already pointed out the many disadvantages of this 
approach, which represents the culmination and institutionalization 
of a systematic separation of the production process from the 
realities of the market-place. It finds comfort in the fact that 
farmers share its reservations and prefer responsibility to 
constraint. The Commission remains convinced that the dangers of 
increasing bureaucratization of agriculture, factor immobility and 
an increasingly marked isolation of agriculture from the general 
economy must be avoided at all costs. 

Although at first sight it gives the illusion of security, such a 
course would be fundamentally opposed to farmers' interests, 
especially young farmers and those who regard farming as a genuine 
entrepreneurial activity. 
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This unambiguous attitude adopted by the Commission may seem 
inconsistent with the fact that it has in the past proposed the 
introduction of quotas for milk. It should, however, be remembered 
that it accepted this solution only when it ascertained that, 
because of special features of the dairy sector, the scale of the 
problem, the time availabl.e to solve it and the failure of the 
machinery then available, it had no choice to use this last resort, 
on a temporary basis. 

It should also be remembered that should there be a new application 
of quotas, it would be difficult if not impossible, if the aim was 
to avoid shifting problems from one sector to another, to confine 
their scope to any given product. But the management of a quota 
system covering a large part of Community agriculture would raise 
virtually insoluble administrative problems, particularly if it came 
to attempting to control the development of crops harvested on an 
annual basis. 

3. Producer co-responsibility 

The principle of co-responsibility, implemented in a wide variety of 
forms adapted to the various market organizations, has been applied 
for a number of years under the common agricultural policy. Its 
purpose is to ensure that farmers pay part or all of the costs of 
disposing of production exceeding a given quantity, this quantity 
being normally referred to as the "guarantee threshold". 

In 1984, the Council stressed the need to apply "guarantee 
thresholds" to all products for which there are surpluses or for 
which budgetary expenditure may rise very sharply. 

Co-responsibility can take different practical forms. It may 
involve reductions in the common prices or the intervention prices, 
or a reduction in aids, or curtailment of aids related to maximum 
quantities, or again the payment of a levy designed to cover certain 
budget costs for disposal, or again quota restriction of guaranteed 
production; it is now applied in respect of most products, 
including sugar, milk, cereals', rape, sunflower, cotton, tobacco, 
tomato-based processed products, and wine. 

In budgetary terms and as means of controlling production, the 
various forms of co-responsibility have been found to be all the 
more effective if they are managed in association, and co-ordinated, 
with the policy on prices and if there is a direct link between the 
level of co-responsibility and changes in production (as is, for 
example, the case for cotton) or the expenditure occasioned by 
disposal (as is the case for sugar). 
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The Commission takes the view that co-responsibility must remain an 
essential adjunct to the pol icy on prices, and must be applied on 
the basis of proper procedures allowing for the economic, budgetary 
and social situations arising in respect of the products concerned; 
for example, for cereals, the Commission has just indicated its 
intention to adjust the market organization by means of several 
instruments, including a co-res pons ib i 1 i ty levy which can be 
modulated to allow for production structures. 

4. Intervention 

(a) Making management more flexible 

Intervention is one of the basic elements in most of the market 
organizations. It was introduced in order to flatten out the 
excessive short-term price fluctuations and the accompanying 
production trends harmful to both producer and the conswuer. It 
sometimes also helps to increase the farmer's bargaining power 
vis-a-vis dealers and the various users of agricultural products. 

As far as the first aspect is concerned, the original function 
of intervention as a "safety net" has been gradually lost as the 
Community has passed from deficit to surplus in the various 
sectors. 

As a result of the gradual decline of pricef~, intervention has 
become an outlet in itself, particularly attractive in that it 
avoids the efforts and risks of marketing. Under these 
circumstances, instead of reorientating production in line with 
demand it becomes an instrument stimulating an artificial supply 
for which there is no real possibility of disposal. 

In a market generating a structural surplus, the regulatory 
falls rather to exports, which also have their limitations. 
gradual adjustment of the balance between intervention and 
exports is necessary therefore in order to secure a more 
rational orientation of production. 

role 
A 

The role of intervention in increasing the bargaining strength 
of farmers is undoubtedly losing its importance as the 
agricultural world organises itself and creates machinery, 
cooperatives for example, that eliminate the disadvantages of 
wide dispersal of supply confrunted with fairly highly 
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concentrated demand. The Commission considers that the trend 
towards better organization of the agricultural world is highly 
desirable and it intends to help resolve the problem by 
encouraging this trend and not by consolidating a distorted 
intervention system. 

Given the above considerations, adjustments should be made in 
the system to eliminate certain rigidities and ensure that 
intervention is restored to its original function. The 
continuity and the stability of the progress made can be ensured 
by safeguarding this original function, through adaptations 
necessitated by changes in market conditions, avoiding 
consolidation of machinery as established at a given moment in 
time on the basis of circwnstances which since have undergone 
far-reaching change. 

(b) Quality standards 

The policy on quality is directed towards two objectives which 
are both necessary at the present time. Firstly, there is an 
effort to match productiou mor·e accurately to the r·equirements 
expressed on by the market aud by users, and, secondly, there is 
an attempt to limit quantitative increases in production since 
very often quality can be achieved only at the expense of 
reduced yields. 

[t must be stressed that in certain cases where a surplus exists 
it is a surplus of cPrtain qualities or varieties only within 
the sector and is not in fact ar1 overall surplus. 

The Commission intends to pursue its efforts in this area by all 
available means and in particular by differentiating the 
intervention price in line with the differentials recorded on 
the market for different qualities, such differentiation being 
indispensable when, as is the case at the moment for many 
sectors, the intervention price is close to the market price and 
is a very strong pole of attraction and orientation for the 
producer. 

Moreover, the increasingly important role of exports as an 
outlet for and stabilizer of the market makes it more and more 
necessary to stress quality in the policies followed. 
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(c) Disposal of stocks left over from the past 

A large volume of intervention stocks is not only a considerable 
strain on the budget but reduces bargaining power vis-a-vis 
possible purchasers and thus helps depress the market and create 
a climate of instability. 

Developments in the last few years have led to a build-up of 
intervention stocks creating, particularly for butter and beef, 
problems that are all the more acute in that these are 
perishable products. 

The stocks of butter were largely accumulated before the 
introduction of milk quotas and those of beef are at the moment 
being indirectly affected by the introduction of these quotas, 
which has led to heavy culling. In both cases a large 
proportion of ·the stock has been in the warehouses for more than 
a year. 

The Commission is aware of the gravity of the problem and of the 
resulting consequences; it has therefore taken initiatives with 
regard to reducing stocks which should help to ensure that the 
situation is gradually restored to normal. It has also proposed 
the allocation of funds to reduce the price of perishable 
intervention products, when taken into storage, which would help 
to improve budget "transparency" and facilitate disposal of 
products in store. 

5. Consumers 

In the Green Paper, the Commission recalled the advantages that have 
accrued to consumers from the common agricultural policy, in 
particular stabilization of the markets and secure supplies. It 
also pointed out that during the last few years official prices have 
generally lagged behind inflation. 

Consumers are now becoming more and more sensitive about the 
"naturalness" or otherwise of the products they buy and about their 
dietary qualities. Genetic manipulation, hormones, pesticides, 
additives and preservatives are all disturbing concepts often 
featured in the media. The Community has already made great efforts 
in response to these worries by prohibiting the use of harmful 
substances, encouraging production of healthy varieties, fighting 
against contagious disease, standardizing qualities, harmonizing 
legislation etc. This work must be pursued and the consumer must he 
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informed about it and, above all, given the necessary assurances. 
Re-establishment of a climate of confidence will undoubtedly 
encourage consumption and efforts in this direction are in .the 
interest of both producers and consumers. 

The same attitude must be adopted to the aspirations of the steadily 
growing number of consumers who wish to be able to purchase 
organically grown products even if they have to pay more for them. 
This is a de.01and that Community farmers would find it in their 
interests to satisfy before farmers outside the Community do so. 
The Commission intends to take action to promote such production by 
introducing a legislative framework that will ensure free movement 
and give satisfastory guarantees. The rules on labelling may in 
this case as in others be a means of responding to the requirements 
of both consumers and producers. 

Consumers in our society are bombarded with publicity material 
promoting foodstuffs many of which compete with traditional 
agricultural products. If agricultural products are to compete on 
equal terms with these products, action should be taken, without 
interfering with competition, to organize Community or national 
information campaigns providing fuller knowledge for the consumers 
to guide their decisions in the shops. Funds, usually accruing from 
the various producer co-responsibility schemes, have been earmarked 
for this purpose, and some action along these lines has already been 
taken. The experience already gained in the orga~ization of these 
campaigns should be turned to good account with a view to their 
improvement and intensification. 

6. Diversification of production 

The diversification of production still has a contribution to make 
to improving the Community's agricultural potential whilst avoiding 
the creation or increase of surpluses. 

As already pointed out in the Green Paper, the products offering the 
best prospects in this connection are oil and protein plants, of 
which the Community consUmes far more than it grows, products such 
as certain types of fruit which are now quite uncommon but which 
could well prosper in the future, and timber products. 

For oleaginous and protein products, past and prospective 
development is being hampered by cost problems connected with the 
nature of the present Community support arrangements. The present 
schemes are a heavy burden on the budget because, in the absence of 
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adequate protection from non-member countries, the Commission has 
been forced to make deficiency payments without which farmers would 
simply not grow them. 

In the chapter on external relations in the Green Paper, the 
Commission suggested that this difficulty could be resolved by a 
more balanced form of external protection. This would, however, 
require difficult negotiations with our trading partners, and it 
would be unrealistic to think that a solution could be found in the 
short term. 

In the meantime, provided that the cost to the budget arises from 
the nature of the system set up and not from the development of 
surpluses, this sector should not be treated in the same way as 
those adequately protected in respect to external competition. 

In addition to these two groups of products, there are a number of 
other types of production not widespread at the mom~nt (berries, 
medicinal plants, herbs and spices, almonds, minor forms of 
stockfarming etc.) which could under appropriate circumstances be 
developed to a certain extent without it being necessary to 
introduce burdensome and costly support me chan isms. The very marked 
polarization of production that is now characteristic of certain 
types of farming has come about at least in part from the existence 
of the absolute- guarantees afforded by r·igid intervention 
mechanisms. The gradual introduction of more flexible intervention 
mechanisms should bring about an increase in sensitivity to market 
demand on the part of farmers and encourage. some diversification and 
reorientation of production. 

The Commission intends to take the initiative on measures relating 
to research, experimental work and the provision of advisory 
services, since these are the best means of supporting this trend. 

Forestry may also have a role to play, not only as a source of 
supplementary income, but also in the use of land withdrawn from 
agriculture. It could well offer certain advantages in terms of 
alternative production, since it is a major activity in the regions 
of the Community and since, in many respects, it is a valuable 
source of employment. It is an activity which could also be turned 
to good account in different ways so as to adapt to the specific 
features of the farms and the characteristics of the regions 
concerned, and it an activity which is alt·eady supported, to some 
extent, by the structures side of the C.A.P. 

The CoOUilission is now drafting a docu.nent on forestry with a view to 
discussion of certain questions concerning agriculture and 
forestry. The matters on which the Conunission would like to pr·ompt 
comprehensive discussion include the following questions: "What are 
the best ways and means of organizing an increase in the areas under 
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timber in the Community? What are the conditions which must be met 
to enable fore!rt·ry to play a role as an alternative to surplus 
agricultural production? How could schemes operated under taxation 
arrangements or through aid systems be combined to provide effective 
incentives or enhancement of the value of the Community woodlands ? 

7. Technical progress and new uses 

Technical progress goes far to account for the expansion of 
production in recent years. The contribution it has been making, 
notably through bio-technology, may be expected to increase, ~ot 
only on the supply side, but also in respect of demand: the 
development of bio-technology will definitely lead to wider outlets 
for certain agricultural products traditionally grown in the 
Community (e.g. sugar and cereals) and for those the production of 
which could be deviloped (e.g. certain oil-bearing plants). 

Nonetheless, the actual quantities of agricultural produce that can 
be accounted for through these new outlets are, at any rate in the 
short and medium terms, relatively small. 

The major obstacle standing in the way of the development of these 
new channels is the high cost of the agricultural raw materials. In 
this connection, the Conunission has proposed, with a view to 
involving Community agriculture in these new developments and 
ensuring that price levels do not induce investors to locate their 
operations outside the Community, systems designed to enable the 
industrialists concerned to obtain supplies at world prices. The 
products covered by these systems are, at the present time, cereals 
and sugar. 

As time goes on, productivity gains should make it possible to 
organize production specifically designed for industrial uses and 
competitive enough to obviate costly subsidies. Agricultural 
research must be promoted and guided on the basis of this policy 
goal, with the consistent principle that any further expansion of 
production must henceforth be justified by a real - and unsubsidized 
- expansion in outlets. 

The Conunission has also studied the problem of the use of certain 
Community products for the manufacture of bio-ethanol. Its 
preliminary conclusions are contained in its Memorandum on the 
adjustment of the market organization of cereals (COM(85) 700 
final). This problem is particularly complex in view of its 
strategic and budgetary implications. At this stage the Commission 
plans, on the one hand, to study the question in greater depth to 
obtain an objective view of the various factors involved and, on the 
other hand, to continue to promote research programmes on this 
subject for the time being. 
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B. Policy on structures 

As already pointed out in the Green Paper, agriculture has been 
involved in the last twenty years in the far-reaching process of 
adaptation which has affected, and still affects, all the industries, 
notably because of technical progress and the development of the 
conditions under which firms and operators compete. 

However, declining growth rates, the lack of alternative jobs, and the 
build up of surpluses on the agricultural markets are all factors 
combining to make the old strategy of development hinging on sustained 
mobility of manpower and capital goods and on production growth an 
unrealistic one. 

Thus the Council of Ministers adopted on 12 March 1985 an updating of 
the entire legislation in force on agricultural structures (Council 
Regulation (EEC) No. 797/85) with a view to improving the effectiveness 
of the relevant instruments. 

This updating allowed to some extent for the changes of context in 
which it is to work, in particular by refocussing investment aids on 
targets such as conversion of production, improvement of quality, 
improvement of living and working conditions, protection of the 
environment, and, tn general, an effort to enhance productivity by 
cutting costs rather than by increasing production. 

In the Green Paper, the Corrunission thus assumes that, following recent 
adjustments, the CmlUllunity has the essential instruments for stepping 
up its action in this sphere; it foresaw, however, that further 
dditions or alterations might prove necessary. 

The Commission also stresses the importance of action to encourage the 
creation of income sources alternative to, or supplementing, 
agricultural income, and consequently the need for a sharp increase in 
the intensified action of the structural funds in rural areas, by means 
of additional financial resources. It was against this background that 
the Community decided, for example, to implement the Integrated 
Mediterranean Programmes (IMPs). 

As for action peculiar to the socio-structural policy under the overall 
strategy on removing market imbalances, it could be usefully 
implemented in four main areas. 
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1. Assisting the process of change 

In the first place this means helping farmers to adjust to the new 
realities of the market: 

by rationalization of the means of production, with the emphasis 
on better organization rather than on ill-considered increases 
in production; 

by the diversification or qualitative improvement of production; 

by actively seeking new outlets and by taking more systematic 
account of medium-term and long-term trends on the market. 

In this context the services which provide the farmer with the 
technical and economic support necessary for the proper management 
of his business have always been a decisive factor in the 
development of farming, particularly where family holdings are 
concerned. The remarkable achievements recorded in certain 
countries of the Community are doubtless 1argely attributable to the 
efficiency of the support services in question. The need for such 
support is particularly clear when, as is now the case, the task is 
to guide production along new lines and to reorganize holdings in 
the light of far-reaching changes in the economic context and the 
market situation or to bring about a gradual change in the attitude 
of producers who have so far been rather passive in. their approach 
to the market. 

The prov1s1on of such support, which is very larg·~ly dependent on 
the government and the structures established by farmers' 
organizations, has varied greatly from one country to another. It 
is difficult, after all, to provide uniform and centralized 
encouragement for initiatives which have to be adapted to local 
circumstances. Experience so far has been rather disappointing in 
this respect. It is important, however, that further endeavours 
should be made to remedy certain shortcomings, in particular in the 
regions suffering from natural or structural handicaps. 

The Commission intends to step up its commitment to the promotion 
and coordination of research and experimentation. Policy on 
agricultural research is to be strengthened. Technology transfer 
must be organized effectively, especially for the less developed 
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regions, so that the gap between them and the rest can be narrowed. 
The Cmrunission is also ready to study, together with the national 
administrations and the farmers' organizations, the most effective 
means of encouraging the development of advisory and management 
services and of services which can provide farmers with information 
on the state of the market. 

2. Facilitating the disposal of products 

Secondly, increased support should be given to those structures 
which can facilitate the disposal of production by better 
organization of marketing and the development of processing. 

Marketing structures which ensure the necessary transparency and a 
competitive processing industry are the farmer's best allies. In 
many cases the cause of failure or disappointment is more likely to 
occur at this level than at the production stage. _For example, the 
scope for developing certain alternative lines of production depends 
heavily on the provision of appropriate industrial and commercial 
infrastructures. 

The recent adjustments to Regulaton No 355/77 have further enhanced 
the usefulness of the instrument which had already proved itself 
extremely effective. The Commission intends to pursue its efforts 
for improvements in this area and, should the funds available prove 
insufficient, it is ready to take the necessary steps to have these 
funds increased. 

3. Helping to reduce production potential and encouraging the 
installation of young farmers 

Thirdly, measures should be adopted which will help to bring about 
better equilibrium in the area of production whilst helping certain 
types of farmers who merit special attention in connection with the 
present adjustments. 

Technical progress will certainly enhance unit yields and therefore 
the supply of products to be disposed of on the market, although 
demand is marking time or, at any rate, increasing only slowly. 
Hence the need to convert some land to non-agricultural use, to 
forestry or to unintensive forms of farming. 
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Also, young people t!ntering farming in prt!sent conditions <1r·e 
handicapped not only by the saturation of the markets but also by 
the very low degree of production factor mobility, especi:\lly of 
land, <Jnd havti! St!rious difflculties to conlti!nd wilh in Lltt:ir effort~ 
to est1.1blish furms tl1<1t are Large t!nough to be rti!<.ll ly vi;tllle. 

The position of elderly farmers, who started farming wltl.!n the market 
situation was completely different from wl1at it is now, i~ equally 
unenviable. Because of their age, training and habits •~t:quir·ed over 
many years of work, it will probably be difficult tor many of them, 
especially those who have no successors, to make the necessary 
effort to revise substantially the organization of tlteit· work. For 
the same reasons, it is not easy to see how they could r·eLn.\ in for 
other work, particularly at a· time when jobs are so hard Lo tind. 

[n view of these various problems, the Conunission is conl•~mplating ;1 

scheme consisting in offering farmers aged between )) and 6) an 
annual "pre-pension" supplemented by a lwnp-sum paymenl per hectare 
where the farmer stops f<1rming <~nd his land is either withdrnwn from 
cultivation and is left fallow for a specified muuber of years, or 
is assigned to notv'-agricultur-al uses such as at forestal io11, sport or 
recreatiou. Thought should be given at the silme time to wnys in 
which measures taken under the social se~urity systems for· the 
benefit of farm workers could be fitted into this pL\1\. 

Where farmers aged between 'i"' and u'i stop work and llaud uve1· 

responsibility for the farm to a young farmer, they lll<lY <~lso qu<.~lify 

for an annual "pre-pension" ullowunce provided that the successor 
commits himself to cOtlversion of the farm, for example to 
alternative products, to quality production, or .. to a· production 
system allowing for envirotunt!ntal const"raints. 

In order to allow for the particular circumstances in given regions 
and countries, and thus enhance the effectiveness of the sd1emc, the 
allowances and the Community reimbursement rates could h<: moduLated. 

The Commission is also further studying the possibility ol 
organizing other schemes which would facilitate conversion of purt 
of the land to other non-ugdculturul activities: an aclive and 
extensive policy designed to cut back production potentia! woulJ be 
of obvious value given the present production and market ;;ituation, 
but related financing and audit and control.problems would be by no 
means negligible. In this connection, what is needed in particular 
is a thorough review of the experience already gained in tlli s field 
in a nwnber of non-member countries. 
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4. Helping to maintain agricultural activities 

Fourthly, there should be a further strengthening of the measures 
designed to take account of the irreplaceable role played by farming 
in certain areas of the Community and to provide a fair return for 
the services which farmers render to society in general in terms of 
land improvements and the safeguarding of the social and 
environmental equilibrium. 

The Commission thus plans to propose that the scope of the measures 
on behalf of mountain and hill farming and farming in certain 
less-favoured areas (Title III of Regulation (EEC) No 797/85) should 
be broadened and their effectiveness improved. This will be done 
without encouraging increased or more intensive production, the sole 
objective being to ensure satisfactory incomes and thus help 
maintain, in these areas, the level of farming equilibrium. 

The Conunission also intends, in connection with the_ implementation 
of Article 18 of Regulation (EEC) No 797/85, to propose schemes 
which will be integrated with those financed by the Community's 
other structural funds and loan instrwuents, with a view to 
improving the economic viability of certain rural areas of the 
Community and, in particular, encouraging the creation of 
alternative opportunities for employment. 

C. Protection of the environment and maintenance of the countryside 

Consultations have confirmed that there is a growing interest in all 
matters relating to the environment and the protection thereof. As 
public opinion becomes more aware of the problem, a great variety of 
initiatives are being taken to introduce appropriate legislation. In 
planning the development of any form of productive activity, therefore, 
implications can now no longer be ignored. 

Agriculture is thus increasingly affected, partly because of the 
measures to control the misuse of pesticides and fertilizers or to 
regulate certain forms of stock-farming. In this context the adoption 
by certain Member States of legislation on intensive stock-farming 
(particularly pig-farming) is now conferring some urgency on the 
question of common action, not only with a view to protecting the 
environment but also to ensure fair conditions of competition. 
Similarly, indefinite exemption from the principle that the "polluter 
pays" can hardly be given to agricultural holdings, least of all to 
those which, in terms of the way they are structured and operate, are 
to all intents and purposes industrial undertakings. 
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rt should be remembered, however, th11t the introductit>n ol ,·.-.r·Ltin 
constraints obliges the fanner to alter his habitual production 
techniques. Consequently, it is important thnt fanners in this 
situation should have available the necessary techuic;~l <J;;sisLnlcl! <Jtul 
thus be able to make the change in the proper manner. The Couunis.s iou 
intends to look into this matter and to take the necessary ;;Leps, in 
particular to promote research and experimentation on the pt'oduction 
techniques best suited to achieve the desired objective along 
economically satisfactory line!i. Appropriate planning procedur·e::; 
should also be introduced, inclurl ing a comprehensive ;u,;::;essmenl of the 
impact on the environment for the main projects relating Lo Lind 
utilization, and the possibility should be studied of curt;li 1 ing, .or· 
even, in certain cases, prohibiting, the use of public assistance to 
promote drainage. 

Unlike other activities, however, agriculture cun claim to m;lke a 
positive contribution to safeguarding the euvironmenl, providect that it 
observes certain rules. The usefulness of a l:onunoH aid scheme fot· 
furmet's making ::;uch a contribution has been recognizt!d in the new 
Regulation on agricultural structures (Article 1!:! of Regul<ttion No 
797 /8'i). The Commission has undertaken to propose n conmiCJil t r;unework 
I or encour<.1g ing tlle con.servat ion uf the l'ura l e11v i rotHuertt il!ld tlte 
protection of specific .sites and will shortly forw<.~rd tlte r·eiL'V<lllt 
proposals to the Council. Income .support would be provided tor Lrnner.s 
who rnaintain (or introduce) agricultural production method:; which ilt'e 
compatible with the protectio11 of the natural habitat aud lin: measun!s 
taken under the CAP would_ be integrated with overall envit·onment;d 
policy. A Couununity financiul contribution toward:; such income suppo1·t 
arrangements could be envi::;agetl. 

On the whole, therefore, the concern for· the environmt!tlt is ;t positive 
factor where the agricultural sector is concernetl. [t may me~rn 

additional income for the farmer undet· specific aid schemes ;.tnd it may 
help to remove certain murket imbali:t!lce.s attributald,~ Lo llV<!r-intettsive 
farming of the land. 



D. Externol relat ious 

The gradual transition from a situation of deficit to one ofsurplus 
means that the design and munagement of the conunon a~ricultural pol icy 
must take increasing account of the external dimension. 

As regards the products in surplus, which now constitute thl.! majority 
of agricultural products in the Conununity, outlets in non-mt~lllber 

countries are both an essential requirement for the balance ot the 
market and a fundamental parameter in the quantit<ttive and qualitative 
guidance of production; It was for this re<lson that the. Couunission 
incLuded a cha~:>ter on international t t·<Hil! ·in Lhe Cn~en I' a pet·. It 
emerged in the consultations that fanning circles all;Jch speci~tl 
importance to this aspect and view certain LJdjustments lo the rules 
governing imports as a matter of priority in auy ad;qJLtlions lll<tde tu 
the med1ilnisnts of the C'onunon <lgricultural pol i1·y. 

In the c<.~se of products bound under GATT, the Conunun i ty can o11 Ly "1 tet· 
the rules on imports after negotiations with its trading ·partners. To 
subon.linate any other <tda~tation of the mechanics of the CAl' to'·' 
modification of these lrade regimes, as some farmers wuuld seem to 
demand, would be tantamount to recognizing the innbility ot the 
Conununity to settle its own internal problems for itself. This is 
clearly an approach which the Conuni.sssion cannot ellturL1in. The 
Conunission feels, however, that the effort demanded conununity producers 
to ad<.~pt to present 111<1rket situations and to t:llnta i.n sut·p Luses nnts t be 
matched by simil<.~r sacrifices from the·Conununity's trading partners. 

Pending possible negotiations, account c<.~n moreover be taken of certain 
imb<.~lances in the field of external protection, .:md the Conumwity 
preference-can be ensured by other means. fior ex<~mple, in the recent 
memoranc..lwn on the adaptation of the cereals market organization, Lite 
Commission envisaged including substitute products, which at·e imported 
into the Conununity at a very Low ot· zero rate of duty, in thl.! intern1.1l 
consumption of cereals, entailing <Ill equivale11t rec..luction in that 
portion of production with regard to which coresponsibility would be 
calculated, It is also in this connt!ctiou that, iu the ubserw1~ of 
adequate protection, the Conmtuuity has set up, tor example for oi l~eeds 
and vegetable oils, a system Df proc·essing aid1> aceompanied hy minimwn 
prices which takes account of ~ruwers' interests. 
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It should be emphasized that, as pointed-out in the Green Paper, 
stronger external protection for some.products should go hand in hand 
with an attenuation of protection in others. More precisely, it would 
be inconceivable to negotiate consolidation and even the improvement of 
our export trade flows while at the same time sealing off our frontiers 
to imports. Autarchy is not a suitable model for a Community whose 
economy depends very much on trade and which has to import most of the 
raw materials it needs. 

In this chapter, the Commission can, at this stage, only confirm the 
value of the ideas set out in the Green Paper relating to the rules 
governing imports and exports, which it is now considering in greater 
depth. The preparatory work for the next multilateral negotiations is 
now under way and at this state the greatest caution is to be observed. 

There is no doubt, however, that the credibility of the Community and 
its bargaining power at the forthcoming international agricultural 
negotiations will depend greatly on the ability which it will have 
sho~l to solve its internal problems, particularly in the matter of 
agricultural surpluses. 

If the Community has demonstrated the necessary determination, we may 
perhaps be able to convince our partners of the need for a better 
organization of the world market. This is a long-standing Conununity 
aim. It is admittedly one which is in its own interest but also, the 
Commission is profoundly convinced, in that of its partners as well, 
whether they are industrialized or developing countries. There is 
therefore reason to hope that more systematic co-oper.ation and more 
refined rules for international trade will take the place of 
confrontation on the markets and in international organizations and 
that the unjustified costs of cut-throat competition can be avoided. 

It is also vital that the adjustments made to the CAP allow properly 
for the relations the Community maintains with developing countries and 
for the need to ensure that the Community's policy on exports is in 
line with their supply needs: the Conllllunity is at the same time a 
major supplier and the leading customer for agricultural products. It 
has also established fairly extensive co-operation links with many of 
them and has introduced a generalized preferences system which covers a 
wide range of agricultural products. 

As already indicated at the beginning of the Communication, the 
Commission has begun a thorough reassessment of its policy of supplies 
for the developing countries which need more in the way of agricultural 
products than they can produce, and it will make appropriate proposals 
in due course. However, it wishes to stress once again that this 
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policy cannot and must not in any circumstances be seen solely as a way 
of disposing of agricultural surpluses and that the Conununity must 
continue to assist these countries with the development of their own 
agricultures. 

1 from a situation of deficit to one of surplus 
and management of the common agricultural policy 

The Commission intendsctouconfirmhwhattitnstatedeinithe Green Paper 
also as regards the need to pursue an active export policy and, in that 
context, ensure that the instruments of the external regime of the CAP 
are effective. The continuingpimportance ofwthenworldtmarketmasoanty 
outlet for a part of the Conununity'suproductioneimpliesoa~twofold 
requirement in this connection: requirement for the balance of the 

:al parameter in the quantitative and qualitative 
t. It was for this reason that the Conunission 

firstly, it is importantnthatnthetefforts toerationalizerthet 
existing instrumentstbencontinuedrandgthatctheirtoperationibe made 
more transparent. >Thisacouldehelprtoires toretaec lima tetof rules 
confidence with our tradingopartnerstandnpreventapointlessmdisputes 
which are not in theointerestioflCommunityiagriculture; 

secondly, it is importantdthatetheseTinstrumentsnbeydiversifiedlsor 
that Community operatorsncantbetpresent,hontantequalgfooting,son ao 
market where competitionaisoconsta1ttlyeincreasing.the CAP to a 

trade regimes, as some farmers would seem to 
tmount to recognizing the inability of the 
:s own internal problems for itself. This is 

V. Budgetary considerations tich the Conunisssion cannot entertain. The 
!Ver, tltat the effort demanded community producers 
trket situatioris and to contain surpluses must be 

The guidelines adopted allowifor budgetaryCconstraints,riniparticulars. 
those deriving from the budgetary discipline required in connection with 
EAGGF guarantee spending. This discipline, involving a growth rate for 
agricultural expenditure :lowernthancthenratenofogrowth of theeContmunity'sn 
own resources, will necessitatexdifficultodecisions,nespeciallyubecause of 
recent developments on agriculturalemarkets.bothrwithinltheiCommunityeand 
outside it. Jtation of the cereals market organization, the 

_ncluding substitute products, which are imported 
a very low or zero rate of duty, in the internal 

Given, however, the time:neededitonimplementvthenmeasuresicontemplated, 
the value. indeed the necessity,gofdintensifyingrcertainbtypes ofuld be 
intervention, and the time requiredcbeforeimeasures intendedbtoncurtail 
the development of productionohaveianyhappreciablefimpactmonethervolumeeof 
Community expenditure, theyquestionpdoessariseaasstocwhetherethey minimum 
objectives set can be achievedowithinethe timerlimits fixed whilst 
remaining within the "normal" framework of the present financial rules and 
of the appropriations which these rules place at the disposal of the two 
EAGGF sections. 

Although it is not possible at the present time to answer this question on 
the basis of precise figures, it is, however, clear that certain measures 
contemplated, or that could be contemplated, in respect of the policy on 
markets and/or the policy on structures will have the effect of slowing 
down the growth of agricultural expenditure in the medium and long term, 
but could well, in the immediate future, tend to boost EAGGF costs. 
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This is an effect which the Commission has already had to contend with 
when preparing the proposal for the buying in of milk quotas, and it will 
again arise for a number of specific schemes contemplated with a view to 
eliminating the supply/demand gap which lies at the heart of the present 
difficulties besetting the CAP. 

In this field, for example, the restoration of a reasonable supply 
equilibrium ~equires not only market and structural policy measures to 
control production and thus curb the build-up of surpluses, but also 
action in respect of the present situation by the disposal of current 
stocks which, owing to their size, represent a major item of expenditure 
for the budget and also affect market prices. 

In this connection, it is obvious that a special operation - which the 
present situation calls for - to dispose of surpluses, and action in the 
near future with regard to the volume of production, could not be financed 
from the ordinary funds available to the EAGGF Guarantee Section under the 
current budgetary rules. 

Likewise, it should be noted that the EAGGF Guidance Section's five-year 
allocation for 1984-89, does not cover appropriations for the measure 
aimed at encouraging farmers to leave the land, since it is a new measure, 
nor does it provide sufficient appropriations to cover intensification of 
measures already in force. 

The conclusion must be that, allowing for budgetary requirements, it will 
nonetheless be necessary, if the objectives set are to. be achieved, to 
finance beyond the normal appropriations, specific schemes of the type 
outlined above for the EAGGF Guarantee Section and to increase the EAGGF 
Guidance Section's five-year allocation. 

VI. Conclusions 

Throughout the Community, the production system is now being adjusted in 
order to focus effort and streamline the use of resources within a 
strategy designed to prepare Europe for the challenges of the next decade 
and thus provide all its citizens with real prospects for the future. 
This is a process which is bound to affect agriculture as well. 

That farming is a special branch of industry is, of course, a fact that 
cannot be ignored. Agricultural activity remains greatly dependent on 
biological cycles which impose constraints and particular rhythms largely 
escaping human control. It retains a strategic role as a supplier of 
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basic food products; over and above its strictly economic functions, it 
plays what is, in some cases at least, an irreplaceable role in land 
development and the safeguarding of certain social, environmental and 
natural equilibria. 

The consultations have also confirmed a broad consensus as to the 
importance of safeguarding the particular character of farming in Europe. 
The European system, which is based mainly on family farms, is 
characterized by structures resulting from the high density of the 
population and frequently very intensive interpenetration between urban 
and rural areas. The maintenance of certain equilibria serves the 
interest of society as a whole. 

These characteristics and specific features demand a stable framework of 
rules designed to temper the impact on prices and incomes of excessive 
fluctuations in production and ensure some degree of protection from the 
erratic swings of prices on a world market which is usually narrow, often 
residual and sometimes actually manipulated. Neither exclusively 
budgetary - and, therefore, narrow-ranging - considerations-, nor 
self-interested pressure by certain non-member countries can compel the 
Conununity to review the basic principles of the conunon agricultural 
policy. Its aims as set out in the Treaty of Rome remain valid. 

However, agriculture, like any other sector of the economy, must meet the 
laws of the market-place and relate to socio-economic developments in the 
surrounding world if it is to remain dynamic and efficient. In the eyes 
of th~ taxpayer, particular character is no reason for permanent, 
conspicuous wastage, least of all at a time when the economic situation is 
difficult and demands sacrifices from everybody. 

As pointed out at the beginning of this Communication, the imbalance 
between supply and demand lies at the root of the present problems of the 
CAP. The return to a sound situation will therefore have to be achieved 
mainly through the policy on prices and markets. 

Many instruments are available, and they all have something to 
contribute. They will have to be used in a coherent and coordinated 
manner so as to help the farmer to regain an awareness of the market and 
to act in consequence. 

In this context, prices play a crucial role: trends in prices and in 
price relationships determine the long-term development of production and 
structural adjustments. Furthermore, prices constitute a reference factor 
in relation to which the other management instruments available may be 
deployed. On a saturated market, prices tend to ease down; if the present 
market conditions continue. the policy on prices can but be restrictive in 
the years to come. 
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Pending a medium- and long-term adjustment of production, the 
co-responsibility of the farmer is proving to be an essential complement 
to price policy. Insofar as it is intended to provide each farmer with an 
effective indicator of market dynamics, it must develop in line with the 
growth or fall of production or the costs sustained in disposing of the 
latter. The contribution n~de by farmers must, moreover, be distributed 
fairly and, therefore, be modulated to allow for certain social problems 
which are particularly acute in the case of small farms, but also for the 
relative advantages which each category of farmer derives from CAP support 
and the system of guaranteed prices, depending on how big their farms are 
and the type o[ farming. 

Intervention must gradually revert to its original role as a safety net 
designed to contain short-term price fluctuations within certain limits. 
It cannot take the place of a structurally congested market. The 
rigidities which prevent this management instrument from being used 
effectively must therefore be gradually attenuated. 

Attenuating of the structural rigidity of intervention and pursuing a more 
realistic price policy will automatically stimulate the diversification of 
production and the new uses of products. Research and dissemination of 
information will assist this process. 

Lastly, a policy which puts the emphasis on quality as opposed to 
quantity, more careful and systematic consideration for the concerns of 
the consumer and measures to contain the harm done by a type of 
agriculture which, being intensive, can be prejudicial to the environment, 
all these are factors which constitute very useful adjqncts to the effort 
to achieve market balance. They contribute to containing unrestrained 
growth of production and help to create the conditions facilitating its 
disposal. 

The policy on structures can and must, by means of measures which are 
coordinated and consistent with the price policy, also help to reach the 
objectives mentioned. The n1easures envisaged in this field will both help 
farmers to adapt to the new market reality and contribute to a better 
balance between supply and demand. 

The Commission itself will deploy all the instruments and resources 
available to ensure that the action it takes is as fair and as effective 
as possible, relying, for this, on more open consultation with all those 
working in the agricultural sector. 

The guidelines set out in this Communication result from the search for a 
balanced path among the numerous constraints. Their aim is gradually to 
encourage the farmer to return to his role as entrepreneur. This 

\admittedly entails what for some farmers may be a difficult process of 
adaptation. However, it should be realized that if these adaptations are 
not accepted and undertaken on the initiative or with the support of the 
parties concerned, they will inexorably be imposed upon them by 
circumstances. The Commission believes that its duty is to offer the 
farming community prospects rather than illusions and it believes that it 
is proposing a way ahead which is both realistic and fair. 



COMMISSION MEMORANDUM ON THE ADJUSTMENT OF THE MARKET 

ORGANIZATION FOR CEREALS 

The consultations held so far on the basis of the Green Paper have not only 
shown the need for urgent action in the cereals sector but have also made it 
clear that if work is to be pursued in depth more precise information is 
needed on the options available to the Commission. 

This memorandum is intended to fulfil that need although a final decision 
on the options in question will not be taken until the closing stage of the 
work relating to the Green Paper, at the time when formal proposals are 
adopted. Against this background, the Commission also intends subsequently 
to go more deeply into the question of alternative types of production and 
new uses for agricultural products. 

So that discussions can be as concrete as poss~ble, the memorandum contains 
certain figures, particularly with regard to waiving of payment of the 
co-responsibility levy and the reduction to be applied to the intervention 
price for wheat which does not meet certain quality criteria. These figures 
take account of the need to ensure the effectiveness and overall balance of 
the course of action adopted; the Commission, however, may review the figures 
in the light of the outcome of the consultations. 



Adjustment of the market organization for cereals 

I. The growing imbalance between supply and demand 

In its Communication to the ~ouncil and Parliament on the perspectives for 
the common ~gricultural policy CCOM(85)333 final of 13 July 1985>, the 
Commission stressed the need to continue efforts to achieve a better balance 
between supply and demand in the cereals sector. 

It is a fact that, in the face of steadily mounting production, disposal is 
becoming more and more difficult. This year carry-over stocks will total 
25 million tonnes, double the average level in previous years. If supply 
and demand continue their present trends, by 1991/92 stocks will amount to 
around 80 million tonnes, which is almost half of Community production and 
more than three times the quantity which the Community was able to sell on 
the world market when conditions were the most favourable. 

As far as the budget is concerned, the build-up of stocks, combined with the 
movement of the dol-lar and increased competition on the world market, has 
caused a very rapid growth in expenditure. Estimated costs for 1985 are 
20% up on 1984 and in 1986 the increase on 1985 could be even greater. In 
1991/92 the annual cost of storing cereals which it is impossible to dispose 
of could alone amoun~ to nearly 3 000 million ECU on the basis of present 
unit costs. 

In these circumstances any delay, in addition to wasting Community resources, 
would only increase the seriousness of the problems and make it more difficult 
to find solutions. 
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II. Cereals in the context of Community agriculture 

Cereals are the basis of the rotation on a Large proportion of Community 
farms. In the Community of Ten they are grown on 3.75 million farms and 
account for 1/3 of the UAA and SOX of the arable land. 

These figures reveal the impact which any decision on cereals could have on 
agriculture as a whole. They also show how even a small percentage change 
in the area under cereals could cause considerable changes in the area under 
other crops. In view of the market situation or the cost to the budget per 
hectare of the products which can compete with cereals in the rotation, any 
major change in the existing balance is liable, unless care is taken1 to 
shift the problems from one sector to another and even to increase them 
overall, particularly from the budget point of view. 

Any measures in the cereals sector must therefore be assessed carefully, not 
only in the light of their effects in the sector itself but also in the light 
of the indirect effects they could have in other sectors. 

III. Solutions to be avoided 

A drastic price cut would no doubt'curb production and encourage consumption. 
Simulation with models suggests that in order to achieve something Like the 
desired results, cereal prices would have to be reduced by around 20%. Such 
a reduction in a single sector would cause a major shift to other crops, in 
particular oilseeds. Therefore, although it might help reduce market 
disequilibrium it would inevitably bring about a considerable rise in the 
overall cost to the EAGGF Guarantee Section. If, however, in order to 
prevent a move to other crops, the price reduction was extended to a Large 
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part of the agricultural sector, either the structurally weaker farms which 
constit~te the majority of Community holdings would be forced into bankruptcy 
or there would have to be a system of income aids, which, in view of its 
scale, would be unrealistic given not only the Community funds available but 
also the national ones, since the countries which suffer most from structural 
problems are, generally speaking, also the Least prosperous. 

The introduction of a product guota is another solution which could be tempting 
because of its immediate effect in mastering production. The advantages and 
disadvantages of such a system are analysed in the Green Paper. The 
disadvantages would be accentuated in this case by the fact that it would be 
difficult, if not impossible, to restrict the measure to cereals alone, for 
reasons similar to those set out above in connection with a drastic price cut 
(switch to other crops and hence shifting of market or budget problems from 
one sector to another). Extending production quotas to a Large part of the 
agricultural sector, however, does not seem a desirable solution. It would 
distort the nature of agricultural activity and deprive the farmer of his 
true role, and it would lead agricultural policy in directions which are not 
very attractive from the point of view of efficiency and economic performance. 

IV. A coherent set of measures 

In choosing the solution to be adopted it must be borne in mind that the 
present situation on the agricultural markets, while it is partly the result 
of the free choices made by farmers in the running of their holdings, is also 
the result of the agricultural policy guidelines laid down by the Community 
institutions over more than 20 years of the CAP and the measures - some fully 
consistent with the CAP, some Less so - adopted under the national 
agricultural policies. 

This shared responsibility must be recognized and accepted by both sides. 
It is unacceptable that the taxpayer should bear the whole cost of a 
production which has developed partly shielded from market realities; 
however, it would be equally unjust for the whole of this burden to be 
abruptly shifted onto the farmers. A strategy along these Lines would have 
no chance of achieving a consensus. 
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The aim is gradually to curb production and to reduce the cost to the budget. 
This aim must not be achieved by means of measures which could cause a big 
drop in incomes, which would be socially unacceptable, particularly in the 
case of the structurally weakest farms. It would be equally undesirable to 
achieve it by introducing constraints which would limit choice and hence the 
role of the farmer as businessman. On the contrary, this role should be 
reappraised and it is necessary to stimulate a Less passive and more 
responsible attitude towards production and the market. With this in mind, 
a number of adjustments could be made to the market organization, with the 
following goals: 

-a price policy which was restrictive, i.e. consistent with the market 
situation, and which avoided fundamental changes in the price relationships 
between cereals and the other agricultural products which can compete with 
them in the rotation, 

-co-responsibility of farmers for the cost of disposing of surplus production, 

- a quality policy designed to steer producers away from quantity goals, and 
make them more attentive to the desires of consu~ers, 

an adjustment of the intervention mechanisms which, while preserving their 
role as a "safety net", would make the system somewhat Less rigid, would 
encourage market flu~dity and would stimulate traders in the search for 
outlets. 

In view of the aims pursued, continuity and consist~ncy are just as important 
as the scale of the measures adopted in a given marketing year, if not mr)re 
so. 

v. co-responsibility levy 

(a) Concept 

The levy is designed to reduce the sector's cost to the EAGGF budget and to 
make farmers more aware of the realities of the market. In view of the 
amounts involved, i.e. the shortfall between EAGGF expenditure and the income 
from the Levy, the Latter objective is of major importance. 
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In this respect, Levies paid direct by farmers are certainly more effective 
than slight reductions in the institutional prices, since such reductions 
are at best accepted passively, and since they often fail to have anything 
like the same effect throughout the Community. 

In order to make checks easier and encourage the use of cereals on the farm 
a move which would both ease the situation on the market and encourage the 
replacement of imported substitutes - it would appear to be advisable to 
apply the levy only in respect of the share of production which is mark;ted 
pr sent to intervention. 

Moreover, the social implications of the Levy should not be overlooked. As 
marked economies of scale are achievable in grain growing above a certain 
level, there would appear to be grounds for waiving payment of the levy in 
respect of some of the marketed grain. This would have the effect of 
exempting producers who deliver small quantities, and would prevent the new 
scheme from depressing the incomes of the structurally weaker sections of the 
farming population. Since waiving payment of the Levy in respect of a certain 
quantity must not be allowed to distort competition, that part of the scheme 
should apply to all producers, regardless of the actual quantities delivered 
beyond the levy-free quantity. 

With regard to the size of the levy, the first step is to ~,t_ablish the share 
of EAGGF expenditure in respect of which co-responsibility woul:~"'nn~>ar to 
be called for. Since the community is now a "structural" exporter-u> ·_;->als, 
it is reasonable to expect that the situation on the world market should h.;-.•• 
some influence on the choices made by farmers. The scheme cou~d therefore '· 
be based on the cost of disposing of the balance between production and 
unsubsidized consumption, provided imported grain substitutes are added to the 
Latter so as to allow for the special arrangements for which they qualify. 
Moreover, the co-responsibility levy should not, at least at this stage, be 
·made to apply to the entire cost of disposal of this balance since, as was 
stated in point-IV, much of the responsibility in respect of the presen~ 
market situation should be borne by groups other than farmers. There 1s 
further justification for this in the fact that the levy is part of a set of 
measures which should in due course lead to a better balance betwee~ supply 
and demand, in other words to a reduction in the budget cost for th1s sector. 

There is, however, a case for adjusting the co-responsibility lev~ each yea~ 
in the light of the increase or decrease i~ ~he average co~t of d1sposal, 
since this would serve to reinforce the levy s role as a l1nk between the 
holding's work and the situation on the market. · 
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The following should be borne in mind as regards the possible financing of 
~thanol production from cereals out of income from the co-responsibility 
levy: 

- the prospects for the disposal of bio-ethanot and hence of cereals used for 
producing it would appear - at least in the short and medium term - to be 
fairly Limited <about 1 million t of cereals by 1991/92>; 

bio-ethanol production calls for very costly investment in industrial plant. 
It is a policy which, once adopted, could well generate a tot of momentum 
and, therefore, a permanent and growing burden which in the context of the 
budget would clash with other, more effective and Less costly outlets. 

Nevertheless, to prevent the Community price's level from stifling the 
development of new outlets, provision could be made for granting a marketing 
subsidy for bio-ethanol; this would at all times be equal to the amount of 
the export refund for cereals. 

With regard to the promotion of alternative products, or alternative uses of 
areas now under grain (e.g. woodlands), the Commission is planning to examine 
these points more thoroughly in the more general framework of its conclusions 
on the Green Paper. 

With regard to the guarantee threshold system for cereals, the coresponsibitity 
Levy would allow of its adaptation in line with the general principle that the 
disposal of agricultural production exceeding a given quanti~y must entail 
financial involvement of the producers. Thus, the automatic system of a price 
reduction not exceeding 5%, which ran into implementation difficulties in the 
Council, would be replaced, as indicated above: 

-by restrictive policy on prices, and 

- by a reference Levy (unsubsidized consumption within the Community plus 
imports of grain substitutes) on the basis of which the share in disposal 
costs to be financed from the coresponsibility Levy would be calculated. 

On this last point, the Long-term objective would be to ensure that the yield 
from the Levy coincided with the cost to the EAGGF for the disposal of the 
difference between Community production and the reference Level defined in 
this way. 

Lastly, if the levy is to be effective as a guide to farmers, it must not be 
offset by artificial increases in institutional prices, as has sometimes 
happened in the past for milk products. 
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(b) DPtailed implementing rules 

A coresponsibility Levy would be payable in respect of all quantities of cereals 
sold or. the market or to intervention. 

The Levy ~ould be reviewed annually on the basis of changes in d" costs. average 1sposa~ 

It would be paid under procedures to be defined, allowing for the need to be 
able to ensure proper controls. 

A waiver is granted in respect of the first 25 tonnes delivered by each grower~ 

VI. Policy as regards quality and intervention 

In this respect, it should be borne in mind that the stable trend of cereal 
plantings has tended to obscure the sometimes divergent trends of individual 
cereal crops. Common wheat, durum wheat and winter barley have actually 
increased their relative market shares at the expense of the other cereals. 
This trend can be explained, at Least in part, by the fact that the quality 
criteria used for intervention have been too low. These criteria have in 
fact favoured the development of high-yielding, Lower quality cereals that 
have exacerbated the imbalance between supply and demand and which have 
necessitated Large-scalf buying-in as from the beginning of the marketing 
year. 

It should also be recalled that the requirement for intervention agencies 
to buy in any cereals sent for intervention throughout the whole 
of the marketing year was introduced at a time when the Community had a 
shortfall in cereals. In a situation where prices are high and are generally 
close to the guide prices, intervention is really the last recourse in cases 
of short-term or regional market saturation. At a time when the trend is 
towards surpluses and a Levelling-off of market prices, intervention itself 
has, however, become a particularly attractive outlet, given that it avoids 
any of the efforts or risks inherent in marketing. For this reason, 
intervention now often occurs from the time the marketing year begins, in 
other words at the very time when there should be sufficient exports to 
ensure that the market is maintained. 

For these reasons it is proposed that the following adjustments should be 
made to the intervention mechanisms: 

(a) ~-t-~i-~_~e!:___g_ua_~i _!_t_0'_i__t!_~_i!_l __ o_n __ i_':1_~_e _r_v~t_i_o_n_ 

As regards common wheat, the application of a reference price that is higher 
than the intervention price, together with insufficient requirements as regards 
bread-making quality, has provided a considerable incentive for increased 
production. 

It now seems unwarranted to encourage the production of common wheat by 
applying a higher price (intervention/reference price system) - market forces 
should ensure that quality is suitably rewarded. The production of 
fodder wheat should be discouraged. This objective could be reached by 
applying reductions to the intervention price which should be fixed for wheat 
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of bread-making quality. Any wheat that did not meet the bread-making criteria 
selected would, on intervention, be subject to an additional reduction of 
about 5%, which would be added to those already provided for under the 
existing rules and which are linked to physical characteristics. This 
adjustment should encourage producers to change to higher-quality varieties 
for which there is greater market demand and which generally give Lower pe~ 
hectare yields. 

The additional criteria used to define bread-making quality would be the 
following: 

machinability test; 
protein content; 
protein quality; 
amylatic action that develops on germination of common wheat and which 
causes poor quality dough owing to the breakdown of the starch (Hagberg 
test - index 220); 

As regards barley, there has been a growth in the production of 6-row winter 
barley, which gives yields about 20% higher than those of 2-row winter 
or spring barley. Ho~ever, the feedingstuffs industry (pigs and poultry) 
is not very keen on· 6-row barley because of its high fibre content. The 
fodder value of barley has, until now, been assessed on the basis of the 
specific weight which is the main criteria used by the trade. 

If one takes account of the proposal to introduce an additional reduction 
of about 5% for feed common wheat, the scale of reductions based on the 
specific weight of the barley should be made more stringent so as to make 
barley competitive on the fodder cereals market. This scale would reintroduce 
better price relativities between barley and fodder wheat. As with wheat, 
this adjustment should encourage the f~rmer to use higher-quality varieties 
with lower yields; 

As regards durum wheat, the present price ratio by comparison with common wheat, 
namely 174:100 if one refers to the intervention price, encourages the planting 
of this crop at the expense of common wheat, whereas the opposite trend applies 
as regards use. This price ratio should, therefore, be improved so as to bring 
·it into line with market requirements. 

On the other hand, it would seem difficult to promote, at the present time, a 
more efficient quality policy as regards durum wheat, owing to the lack of a 
Community test on pasta-making quality; 
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In addition, the physical conditions for intervention should be harmonized 
for all cereals. 

(b) Adjustment of intervention procedures 

Intervention procedures should be reviewed with a vi~w to making the 
conditions for intervention more flexible so as to restore intervention 
to its orlginal role. 
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